
6/24/13 (2) 2:15 Yeast overgrowth and leaky gut

Don't know how much minerals in in salt any more but
do recommend for sodium.
It's all in one. 
Yeast overgrowth and leaky gut. Fermented aspect of RNA

Tested well for people with gut problems.
Testimonies about yeast clearing.
Candida therapy or cleansing haven't been needed since they
are taking RNA Drops, according to testimonials.

Super sugar helps the body digests simple sugars is more
accurate - this stops feeding the yeast.
Testimonials for less sugar craving.
Also testimonials for less alcohol.

cleared with RNA Drops.
11:15 Is a scientist and has an interest in lots of things and uses

broad definitions.
Friend told me all kinds of things about the Drops.
Have you measured the results of the Drops?
This product came from a non-physical source.
None of this would have occurred to us.

Can measure activated DNA strands technologically.
Possibly components are in a different dimension?
I-Cell is ascended state of matter.
If it does activate DNA strands, the strands can be measured.
Junk DNA might be activated? Plausible.
If it does all you say it does, it's a virtual God-Send.

ourselves into a box of little men and women.
Different truths to New Age meme.
New cells are without old programming.

Junk DNA are hiding the other DNA strands.
Chromosome 14 audio 

30:52
Took them under the tongue.
Better taken together.
They are so well absorbed, you can put them in a couple of
ounces of water and drink them.
Mercury fillings - don't swish around
May effect your dental fillings.

ReLyte in enough quantity to be therapeutic but not in high
doses. Pico-meter size minerals; absorbable 100%

Drops, practitioners commented on the probiotic nature.

Super sugar in RNA Drops perhaps satisfies the yeast. Ginney

Irritable bowel, Crohns, and other bowel imbalances have

Bob talks about iON and JW.

Disempowered ourselves, closed off our choices, and locked

howionic.com - iON's hilarious rant on media ecology

achieveradio.com streaming iON
Is iON currently involved with development of new products.
ReMag and Relyte at the same time?



32:40
Been sick twice with a sore throat, etc. twice this month.
Sore throat is about lack of self-expression.
Or release of something suppressed.

33:55 Bloating with three drops of RNA Drops
Telling you that's enough.

35:35
Perhaps 15-20 seconds.
Guidelines for other supplements - it's individual.
Feel your way along.
Some people don't need their supplements; others do
Also, people get pulled into the advertising on supplements.
People sometimes don't even know why they are taking a
supplement and don't know what they are doing for them.

Imperative for making new cells.
39:39 Lots of wonderful results on RNA Drops - 16 months

Looking for feel good feeling.
Still contrast overall.
Want to feel like I'm 30, not 50. I smoke.
Off of alcohol without any effort on my part. It's great. 

You are happy and ready for more. Then, you appreciate it.
You don't realize how bad people feel compared to you.
Labyrinth of the mind with disinformation about smoking.
What you do it for joy and don't be controlled by it.
I can feel younger without effort cause I quit drinking without
effort. 

46:00 Parkinson's Diagnosis
Prozac has fluoride; will use up your magnesium.

around.
You get noticeable physical improvements when you take them.

48:10 What would happen if the products were shut down?
They'll never shut us down. When people stop taking the 
Drops, your body is transforming and changing.
Hold on to the feeling that you got when you were on the
Drops.
Part of our philosophy is the sky may fall, but not on us.
Other products coming out; endless creativity.
Had bacterial pneumonia a few years ago and heart damage.
Sam-E - it's a sulfur supplement that can be helpful.
I'd recommend magnesium. Heart muscle requires the most
magnesium in the whole body.

Higher dose gave me laxative effect.

4 months on Drops and ReMag

Ginney also mentioned ReAline for having diuretic help.
Under tongue for a time for sublingual absorption?

iON emphasis amino acids from animal products.

The thing you thought would be a miracle would be normal. iON

That's not going to help Parkinsons.
With ReMag and ReLyte with RNA Drops may turn things

Magnesium malate doesn't seem to work.



Heart palpitations is shifting dimension, according to iON.
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